
Level measurement with

Radar



RAdio Detection And Ranging

RADAR



1864 James Maxwell showed that all electromagnetic waves 

travel at the same speed in free space, independent of their 

wavelength  - at the speed of light

1886 Heinrich Hertz - demonstrated radio waves could be 

reflected of solid objects

1904 Telemobiloscope - first practical radar system patented in 

Germany 

1917 Tesla had a concept for detection of the position, course 

and speed of ships

1934 pulse radar developed 

1930? FM-CW radar for altimeters

1970 FM-CW radar used in tank level gauges - oil industry

1980 Pulse radar developed for process industry  

History



Radar - measuring principles 1

Continuous Wave (CW) - Radar

This technique is for speed 

measurement 

NOT for distance measurement

transmission of a continuous 

signal
reflection off target

frequency shift of the reflected 

signal by doppler effect

processing of the frequency 

shift ftransmit - freceived

frequency difference  ~ speed
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Long distance pulse radar

Suitable for long distances.

Short range pulse radar for level 

measurement requires a different 

approach

Emission of very high-energy 

microwave pulses

Microwave power of several MW

Reflection from aircraft

Speed measurement also 

possible if it is pulse doppler

radar

Pulse length of several 

milliseconds corresponds to 

approx. 100 m



Radar and the Battle of Britain

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/93/Chain_home.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/93/Chain_home.jpg


RADAR in military applications

Navigation

Target detection

Weather 

forecast

Security 

systems

Identification
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FM - CW

Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave

Separation of false echoes is difficult 

to achieve

Originally developed for aircraft radio 

altimeters

Mixing of emitted and received frequency 

results in a differential frequency

False reflections cause a mixture of 

frequencies to be received. 

Indirect running time measurement by 

modulation of a continuous signal

Differential frequency is proportional to the 

distance to the target



AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT

Einstein’s   e=mc2

The speed of light is a constant

299 792 458 m / s
C = the speed of all mass-less particles and associated fields—

including electromagnetic radiation such as light—in vacuum

It is the maximum speed at which all energy, matter, and 

information in the universe can travel.

This is affected by the refractive index of the media it is passing 

through. 

The speed of light in air is about 299 702 000 m/s

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/50/Albert_Einstein_(Nobel).png
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/50/Albert_Einstein_(Nobel).png


The electromagnetic spectrum

Radar level transmitters operate at Very low power (milliWatt)

 Pulse transmitters use single frequency in ISM (Industrial Scientific & Medical) wave band ( 5.8 

GHz or 26 GHz). C or K band

 FM - CW across frequencies ~ 9 to 10.5 GHz, must be used in closed vessels,  X band

100 MHz 1 GHz 10 GHz 100 GHz 1 THz   f / Hz

5,8 GHz2,4 GHz 26 GHz

UHF L S     C      X         K         V W



Electromagnetic waves, like light,  

are reflected and refracted.

The ratio of reflection and 

refraction is proportional to the 

dielectric strength (DK)of the 

media

A high DK will give a strong 

reflection and almost no refraction

Electromagnetic waves pass 

through Low DK media 

Reflection and Refraction



Radar - Physics

Radar level measurement

100%

0%

Level

Distance

At the speed of light, 300,000 km/s, 

the running time is very short

For example, the time taken for the 

signal to travel a distance of 1 meter 

and back is 6.7 nanoseconds

That is 6.7 x 10-9 second

or 0.000 000 006 7 s

This is a very difficult measurement

How is it done ?



Radar level measurement techniques in industry

FM-CW-Radar
Frequency Modulated 

Continuous Wave

Pulse Radar  
for process level



FM - CW Radar for level measurement



Typical process vessel

Short distances 2 to 3 metres maximum

Agitators or stirrers

internal structures such as baffles and 

probes

different products with different conductivity 

& dielectric constant

a lot going on

An FM - CW radar sees all of the 

signals real and false . . .  

. . . simultaneously



FM - CW radar - summary

FM-CW radar procedure

Indirect running time measurement by 

frequency modulation

Processing of the frequency mixture 

by FFT-analysis

Echo picture as frequency spectrum

Analysis of the frequency spectrum for 

echo determination

Selection of the level echo

Requires relatively high power, time and a lot 

of processing power

FFT-analysis

Distance measurement

Echo analysis
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Pulse radar for level measurement

PULSE RADAR uses pure “Time of Flight”

All echo signals are discrete and separated in time



A microwave pulse is sent out, 

reflected at the product and 

received

Each pulse has a length of 

0.5 nano-seconds

A new pulse is emitted every 280 

nanoseconds 

(3.6 million pulses per second)

Direct time measurement is not 

possible 

(1 mm corresponds to approx. 7 

ps)

Therefore the microwave signal is 

time spread

The measuring principle

0%

100%

Level

Distance



PULSE – Radar

Sequential scanning procedure with continuous signal

T2 > T1

T1

T2

Periodisches

Signal

(Sinuskurve)

Abtast-

signal

Zeit-

Gedehntes-

signal

Continuous 

sinus curve

Sampling 

signal

Time –

spread 

signal



The time spreading principle

Due to the time spreading of the microwave signal, the level 

echo can be scanned perfectly 

Pulse frequency: 26 GHz

Number of pulses:   3 600 000

Pulse length: 0.5 ns

160 kHz

130 µs

22

163.840



Antenna Systems VEGAPULS 60 series K-Band

Liquids

VEGAPULS 62

VEGAPULS 63

VEGAPULS 68

VEGAPULS 61

Solids

VEGAPULS 67



Antenna Systems VEGAPULS 60 series C-Band

Liquids

VEGAPULS 65 VEGAPULS 66



Signal Strength

Focusing of the emitted signal

Amplification of the receipt signal

Signal Direction

Point at the product surface

Signal conditioning

Reduction of the antenna ringing

Optimisation of the beam

Minimization of false echo 

reflections 

Function of an antenna



Antenna size

the bigger the antenna, the better 

the signal focusing

Emitting frequency

the higher the emitting frequency, 

the better the signal focusing 

(at constant antenna size)

the higher the emitting frequency,

the smaller the antenna size

Criteria of the antenna focusing



K-Band

40   mm 22°

48   mm 18°

76   mm 10°

96   mm 8°

250 mm 4°

(parabolic antenna)

C-Band

75   mm 38°

96   mm 30°

145 mm 21°

240 mm 15°

Antenna focusing



Receiving radar energy
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Narrow focusing

less false echo reflections 

easy software decision

high sensor reliability

Wide focusing

many false echo reflections

difficult software decision

lower reliability

Focusing in a vessel



Higher DK value or conductivity 

will give strong reflection (echo)

Due to the wide dynamic range 

unaffected by changing  of  DK 

values

No direct influences by different 

frequency ranges 

Process influences – DK value/conductivity



Virtually unaffected by temperature 

variations in the field of view 

Used in applications where product 

temperature is more than 1000 °C 

No direct influences by different 

frequency ranges

Process influences – changing temperature

0 1000
°C

0,1

0,2

0,3
‰

2000500 1500

Nearly no change in running time

at 2000 °C  0,26 %



Use over wide pressure range

Vacuum up to 400 bar 

Influence on the measured value 

only with high pressures - less 

than 2.8% error at 100 Bar

Insensitive to pressure shocks

No influences by different 

frequency ranges

Process influences - changing pressure



Virtually no damping by dust and 

steam

Virtually no change of the running 

time

Slight signal damping by 

condensation and dust in the 

antenna system

High frequencies will be damped a 

little bit more than low frequencies

Process influences - steam, vapour or dust



Condensation

There are temporary level jumps 

to 100 % when the tank is not full.

time

output

The reason may be reflections,

caused by condensate or build up

at the antenna or in the socket.



Condensate at the antenna



Update false signal suppression



Low influence with horn antenna

Signal damping with rod antenna 

depending on conductivity

With high emitting frequencies, 

build up causes a little bit stronger 

signal damping 

Process influences – build up



No influence of the running time 

even with different gas 

composition or vacuum

Very low damping of the 

microwaves by different gases

Exception

High frequencies are damped

By Ammonia and Vinyl Chloride 

Process influences - gas composition



Varying reflection conditions by 

fluctuating product surface

Lower signal strength (not in 

standpipes)

Higher frequencies with shorter 

wavelength are more affected

Process influences - rough surface



Signal damping will depend on 

moisture content, conductivity, 

foam density and foam thickness

Low emitting frequencies can 

better penetrate foam

Higher absorption of high emitting 

frequencies by foam

Process influences - foam
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6 GHz Frequency26 GHz

small bubbles

big bubbles



Temporary foam on top of the product



Temporary foam on top of the product

Foam absorbs energy.

VEGAPULS 66, C Band

The energy with the lower frequency 

can pass foam better.

VEGAPULS 62, K Band

The higher frequency will be much 

more absorbed.

There are many different 

combinations of foam, it is 

recommended to make a test first.

You should choose “sensitive 

electronics”, it emits much more 

energy.  The electronic is similar to

VEGAPULS 67/68



River level measurement with 

VEGAPULS WL 61

Non-contact and maintenance-free 

measurement

Mounting outdoors or in sounding 

pipes

Accuracy +/- 2 mm

High long term stability

Reduced mounting costs

Protection class IP 68

River level



Measurement of effluent

Volume detection of the quantity 

that enters a sewage plant

Strongly contaminated waste water

Non-contact flow measurement

Venturi flumes

Weir

Flow volume height is proportional 

to the quantity

Sensor requirements

High accuracy

Non-contact

Unaffected by environmental effects

Flow rate in open channels



Sewage pumping stations

Sewage in the Wet well 

Pump stations for transportation 

of the sewage water to the 

wastewater treatment plant

Smooth and cost-efficient 

operation

Heavily contaminated waste 

water

Non-contact measurement

Low maintenance requirements

Cramped installation conditions 



Pump Station 



Pump Station



Ultrasonic transmitter normal



Ultrasonic transmitter with challenging conditions - false signals



Radar Transmitter



Radar Transmitter Normal



Radar transmitter with challenging conditions



Non contact

2 mm accuracy

Unaffected by Steam

Unaffected by Temperature 

Unaffected by pressure

Reliable 

Stable

Easy set up

Value for money

Fit and forget, then rest easy!

10 reasons to use Radar level transmitters



Thank you
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